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Abstract
In this paper, we apply q-exponential operator to get some general q-Chu–Vandermonde’s identities.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and main results
Following Gasper and Rahman [6], the q-shifted factorial and the basic hypergeometric series are defined by
(a;q)0 = 1, (a;q)n = (1 − a)(1 − aq) · · ·
(
1 − aqn−1), n = 1, . . . ,∞,
rΦs
(
a1, . . . , ar






(a1, a2, . . . , ar ;q)n
(q, b1, . . . , bs;q)n
[
(−1)nqn(n−1)/2]1+s−rxn,
respectively. Throughout this paper, we take 0 < |q| < 1.











The identity (1) is one of the fundamental formulas in the theory of the basic hypergeometric series. In this paper, we
will give two interesting generalized formulas of (1) by q-exponential operator method. The main results of this paper
are stated as:
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(−1)kqk(k−1)/2 (b, a1, a3, . . . , a2t+1;q)k
(c, a2, a4, . . . , a2t+2;q)k
(
ca2a4 · · ·a2t+2








(q−ni , a2i−1, a2i+2/a2i+1;q)ni+1
(q, a2i+2, q1−ni a2i−1/a2i;q)ni+1
qni+1, (2)
where t = −1,0,1,2, . . . ,∞.


















































where t = 1,2, . . . ,∞.
2. The proof of the theorems










Rogers [10] had used them to construct the following operators











where θ = η−1Dq . Notice that, in [10], Rogers used different symbols to denote θ and Dq . Then he applied them to
derive the relationships between special functions involving certain fundamental q-symmetric polynomials. Chen and
Liu [2], Liu [8] developed this operator theory, they employed them to obtain many classical q-series formulas. Later
Bowman [1] studied further results of these operators involving convergence criteria. He again used them to discuss












Then we applied it to obtain some extensions of q-series formulas. In this paper, we suppose that the operators are
always acting on the variable a except for special state. Recall the following operator identities given in [5]:











































We now present the proofs of the two theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Replace b by 1/b in (1), then multiply both sides by (bq;q)∞. Noticing that
(a;q)n = (a;q)∞
(aqn;q)∞ , (8)













Applying the operator 1Φ0






























































Applying the operator 1Φ0
( a3− ;q,−a4θ) to both sides of (12) with respect to the variable a1, from (5) and (6) and


























(bq1−k, a1a2q1−k, . . . , a2t+1a2t+2a2t · · ·a2q1−k;q)k
(c, a2q1−k, a4a2q1−k, . . . , a2t+2a2t · · ·a2q1−k;q)k c
kqk(k−1)
k=0





















(q−nt ,1/a2t−1a2t · · ·a4a2, a2t+1;q)nt+1
(q,1/a2t+2a2t · · ·a4a2, q1−nt /a2t−1;q)nt+1
qnt+1 . (14)
Simplifying and replacing(
b, a1a2, . . . , a2t+1a2t+2a2t · · ·a4a2
c, a2, . . . , a2t+2a2t · · ·a4a2
)
by (
1/b, 1/a1, . . . , 1/a2t+1
c, 1/a2, . . . , 1/a2t+2
)
,
respectively in (14), we have Eq. (2). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 can be obtained immediately from [5, Theorem 4.1] by setting b = q−n and
c = d and finally replacing a, e by b, c, respectively.
In order to make this paper self-contained, we give the following proof.















Applying the operator 1Φ0




























































Applying the operator 1Φ0
( a3− ;q,−a4θ) to both sides of (17) with respect to the variable a1, from (7) and simpli-











































By induction, and finally replacing b by 1/b, we can get Eq. (3). 
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the terminating q-series.
3. Some special cases
For t = −1, (2) reduces to (1). Letting t = 0, (2) becomes











c, bq1−n/c ; q, q
)
. (18)
Taking a2i/a2i−1 = q, i = 0,1, . . . , t + 1, and b = a1 = a3 = · · · = a2t+1 in (2), we have

















1 − bqni+1 . (19)
Calling the left and right sides of (19) L(t + 1, b) and R(t + 1, b) respectively, we have
(1 − b)L(t + 1, b) − L(t, b) = (1 − b)R(t + 1, b) − R(t, b).
On both sides of the identity above, the pole at b = 1 is removable. Finally letting b → 1 and replacing t to t − 1 gives















1 − qni . (20)
For more general formula of (20) see Fu and Lascoux [4] (also see Prodinger [7] or Zeng [9]).
Putting a0 = a2 = · · · = a2t+2, then letting all of them → +∞ in (2) yields:







(−1)kq−k(k−1)/2]t+1 (b, a1, a3, . . . , a2t+1;q)k
















Setting a1 = a3 = · · · = a2t+1 = q and c/b = q in (3) gives:
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1 − bqk (−1)
kqk(k+1)/2 = (q;q)n
(b;q)n+1 . (23)











And we may easily obtain the following identity:










(as, cs;q)∞ . (25)























This completes the proof. 
In the following paper, we will use the identity (25) to extend Theorem 1.2.
















(q−k, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)k1







(q−n, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)n1
(q, q1−nb/c, a1,1, a1,3, . . . , a1,2h1−1;q)n1
(qa2b)
n1 . (27)
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(q−n, a1, a1,2, a1,4;q)n1


















(q−k, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)k1









(q−n, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)n1






Finally replacing (b, a1,1a1,2, . . . , a1,2h1−1a1,2h1) by (1/b, a1,1, . . . , a1,2h1−1), respectively, we complete the proof
of Corollary 3.6. 
















(q−k, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)k1









(q−n, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)n1





Applying the operator 1Φ0
( a3− ;q,−a4θ) to both sides of (32) with respect to the variable a1, from (7) and simpli-
















(q−k, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)k1
















(q−n, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)n1

















to both sides of (33) with respect to the
variable a3, j = 1,2, . . . , h3, from (25), we have
















(q−k, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)k1




k1∑ (q−k1, a3, a3,2, a3,4, . . . , a3,2h3;q)k2










(q−n, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)n1






(q−n1 , a3, a3,2, a3,4, . . . , a3,2h3;q)n2






Iterating the processes of the proofs of Corollaries 3.6 and 3.7, we have















(q−k, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)k1








(q−ki , a2i+1, a2i+1,2, . . . , a2i+1,2h2i+1;q)ki+1









(q−n, a1, a1,2, a1,4, . . . , a1,2h1;q)n1








(q−ni , a2i+1, a2i+1,2, . . . , a2i+1,2h2i+1;q)ni+1






where t = 1,2, . . . ,∞.
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